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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE
This Level 2 resource follows on from Living Things Level 1, in which students learned to read data and use  
it to make decisions for the benefit of their worm farms (and gardens). The whole unit focuses on worms  
as an easily accessible and engaging living creature in all gardens.

At Level 2, students direct more of their learning. In this level, we introduce students to networking structure  
and give them experience in connecting simple, off-the-shelf sensors and other components. Teacher 
facilitators encourage students to take readily-available components (sensors, actuators, etc.) and connect 
them in multiple ways. The activities in this resource walk students through a few scenarios to teach them  
how a selection of standard components work and some examples of what IoT can do. This prepares them  
for the independent challenge projects found in Level 3.

If students want to go further, there are lots of creative things that can be done!

Encourage them to try different combinations of components and different outcomes. Experimenting and 
failing are educational and are to be encouraged, and tinkering is absolutely encouraged. We’d love to see  
what they make.

NETWORKED NATURE 
The purpose of this level and unit is to show students 
how to collect data and set up simple systems that 
trigger an event based on changes in the data, such 
as alerting them to a change in the data.

Level 2 demonstrates to students how we set 
parameters for these events, such as ‘alert me if the 
temperature recorded by sensor 1 in the worm farm 
goes above 30̊ C’. 

Alerts can take many forms, and we try out a few  
of them in this unit – a lightbulb that turns on, an 
SMS or email alert in response to a predetermined 
data event, and even a more complex alert that 
changes a light bar to different hues depending on 
the values we have programmed it for. 

THE BENEFIT OF TINKERING
We have tried to retain a degree of play in these 
projects to keep students engaged. Learning to 
tinker (or ‘thinker’ – think and tinker) is an excellent 
outcome of all of the IoTKG material, and one that 
we hope to encourage at all levels, but particularly 
at Levels 2 and 3.

Lessons in Level 2 begin to be a little less directed by 
the teacher and have more open-ended capacity for 
tinkering – this is deliberate.  Level 3 will go further 
into student agency.  

For more information about how the three levels  
of IoTKG relate to each other, please consult the 
Teacher Guide. 

LIVING SOIL FOR LIVING THINGS 
Some material about why worms benefit the soil 
and garden is sprinkled throughout the unit to 
help students retain the focus on the real-world 
application (authentic purpose) of the sensors and 
networked components. 

Our goal is to add to students’ awareness and 
experience of using technology to monitor and 
respond to inputs as custodians of a living system. 

In other words, they are learning how technology can 
help make them better farmers, more aware of the 
conditions their livestock are living in and better able 
to respond and adjust to create optimal conditions 
for them – in this case, worms! 

Ultimately, it is important that students learn to  
base decisions and actions on real data rather than 
to intuit them.

http://www.iotkg.org


KEY QUESTION:

How can we use data and build simple 
networks to keep our population of 
worms healthy? 

Questions that answer part of the key 
question:

• What are the healthiest conditions  
for our worms to live in? 

• How can we use data to monitor those 
conditions? 

• How can networks alert us when the 
conditions are not optimal for our 
worms?

Your students may come up with more 
questions of their own.
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WHEN TO START LEVEL 2
Any time, after students have completed or have 
learned the concepts in Level 1. This unit is not tied to 
a particular time of year.

YOU WILL NEED 
An active worm farm, as established in Level 1. Worm 
towers may also be used,  if you created them during 
Level 1.

http://www.iotkg.org
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AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM LINKS 

MATHEMATICS
Year 3
Collect data, organise into categories and create 
displays using lists, tables, picture graphs and simple 
column graphs, with and without the use of digital 
technologies (ACMSP069)

Year 4
Construct suitable data displays, with and without the 
use of digital technologies, from given or collected data. 
Include tables, column graphs and picture graphs where 
one picture can represent many data values (ACMSP096)

Year 5
Pose questions and collect categorical or numerical data 
by observation or survey (ACMSP118)

Construct displays, including column graphs, dot plots 
and tables, appropriate for data type, with and without 
the use of digital technologies (ACMSP119)

Year 6
Interpret and compare a range of data displays, 
including side-by-side column graphs for two 
categorical variables (ACMSP147)

Interpret secondary data presented in digital media and 
elsewhere (ACMSP148)

CROSS-CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
Sustainability

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Years 3&4
Collect, access and present different types of data 
using simple software to create information and solve 
problems (ACTDIP009)

Define simple problems, and describe and follow a 
sequence of steps and decisions (algorithms) needed to 
solve them (ACTDIP010)

Years 5&6
Acquire, store and validate different types of data, and 
use a range of software to interpret and visualise data to 
create information (ACTDIP016)

Define problems in terms of data and functional 
requirements drawing on previously solved problems 
(ACTDIP01)

Years 7&8 
Acquire data from a range of sources and evaluate 
authenticity, accuracy and timeliness (ACTDIP025)

Analyse and visualise data using a range of software to 
create information, and use structured data to model 
objects or events (ACTDIP026)

SCIENCE
Year 3
Science involves making predictions and describing 
patterns and relationships (ACSHE050)

Year 4
Science knowledge helps people to understand the 
effect of  their actions (ACSHE062)

Living things depend on each other and the environment 
to survive (ACSSU073)

Year 5
Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and 
inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE083)

Living things have structural features and adaptations 
that help them to survive in their environment 
(ACSSU043)

Year 6
The growth and survival of living things are affected by 
physical conditions of their environment (ACSSU094)

Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and 
inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE100)

http://www.iotkg.org
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This level is designed to introduce students to all the skills and knowledge they will need to be 
independent in Level 3.  Lessons work in sequence and are linked to projects, which can be completed 
as a part of the lesson or in the following session.  Extensions can be completed by individuals or 
groups of students as independent projects after a lesson. 

UNIT OVERVIEW 

EXTENSION IDEA: COLOUR STICKS

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes
Alter the configuration, data source or number  
of light sticks in a LIFX Beam display.

PROJECT: WORM FARM LIGHT BAR

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes
Setting up the light bar kit and connecting it to the 
IoTKG app via Integromat.

LESSON 4: WEATHER AND THE WORM 
FARM

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes
Learning about heat transfer, and designing an  
alert to tell us when hot (or cold) weather is 
predicted that needs us to insulate the worm farm.

PROJECT: HOT WORMS, COLD 
WORMS

• Indoors or outdoors

• 30-40 minutes
Setting up an email alert to warn us when 
forecasting predicts weather that will affect the 
worm farm.

EXTENSION IDEA: SMS ALERT

• Indoors 

• 25-30 minutes
Using the same process and a bit of provided code  
to change the alert from email to SMS. 

LESSON 1: THE DATA-DRIVEN  
WORM FARM 

• Indoors or outdoors

• 20-30 minutes
Exploring the types of data we could monitor,  
and for what purpose. 

PROJECT: SET UP GOOGLE SHEETS

• Indoors or outdoors (not location 
specific)

• 25-30 minutes
Setting up a dashboad and Google Sheet. 

LESSON 2: LIGHT-UP WORM FARM  

• Indoors or outdoors

• 35-45 minutes
Setting up a smart lightbulb and learning how to use 
it to create a simple alert.

PROJECT: LIGHT-UP WORM FARM 

• Indoors or outdoors

• 35-45 minutes
Setting up a smart lightbulb and connecting it to  
the IoTKG app, then setting conditions for the 
lightbulb to display an alert (turn on/change colour).

EXTENSION IDEA: COLOURFUL DATA

• Indoors 

• 25-30 minutes
Additional challenges using the smart lightbulb,  
the data from the IoTKG sensor and Integromat. 

LESSON 3: WORM FARM LIGHT BAR

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes
Using data to show the conditions in the worm farm 
in a temperature-indicating light bar chart. 

http://www.iotkg.org
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EQUIPMENT / RESOURCES
BASIC SOFTWARE AND EQUIPMENT LIST

• Miflora sensor and Espruino device / puck (one of each, although you are welcome to get more)

• IoTKG app running on a tablet or device

• Google sheets or Excel

• A Thingspeak account (optional)

LEVEL 2 SOFTWARE & EQUIPMENT LIST
During the course of these Level 2 lessons, we show you how to set up and use these new items  
for applied uses in the school garden and worm farm:

• Integromat – https://www.integromat.com

• LIFX smart bulb and LIFX Beam kit - https://www.lifx.com.au/ 

WHAT THE EQUIPMENT IS DOING
The Miflora sensor connects (pairs with) the puck 
(an Espruino device). The sensor sends data to the 
puck, where it is stored.

At Level 2 we show students how to connect this to 
the cloud so that you can use data to create alerts  
or make actions happen.

Using Integromat

Integromat is a tool that connects web apps and can do things with data – we use it to pipe 
(send) sensor data into Google Sheets. This requires another device (such as a phone or tablet) to 
sit within Bluetooth range of the devices – it sends data continuously to the cloud. The advantage 
is that you do not need to come in range of the puck to collect data – the data flows to you. 

Visit the IoTKG website to get a video on how to set up Integromat: www.iotkg.org

http://www.iotkg.org
https://www.integromat.com
https://www.lifx.com.au/
http://www.iotkg.org
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LESSON 1

THE DATA-DRIVEN WORM FARM

PURPOSE:
Introducing the way we make decisions about using 
data to monitor the health of our worm farm 

LOCATION: 
Indoors or outdoors

DURATION: 
20-30 minutes 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A few worms in a handful of moist worm 
bedding (a handful of wet straw in a small  
plant pot is perfect)

• Magnifying glasses

• Optional: worm fact sheets for students  
(Level 1, pages 8-9)

OPTIONAL PRE-SESSION ACTIVITY 
If your students have not completed Level 1 recently, 
you might like to start this first lesson with the fun 
Racing Wrigglers activity from Level 1, Lesson 1.

Alternatively, watch timelapse videos of 
worms decomposing matter in a worm farm. 
For links, visit the IoTKG website under  
Living Things: www.iotkg.org.

GUIDING QUESTIONS:

• Why do we keep worms? 

• What do they do? 

• How do we use data to help  
us keep our worms healthy  
and productive? 

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
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GETTING STARTED
Remind students of the purpose of the unit and  
the reasons for using data to monitor the health  
of our worm farms (from Level 1):

We will:

• monitor the conditions (temperature, light, soil 
moisture) in our worm farm and make sure that 
they are within the range that suits worms best

• collect continuous data about these conditions

• use data along with observation to know what 
conditions are actually like in our worm farm

• use real-time data to alert us when conditions 
in the worm farm require action from us  
(e.g. the worm farm is getting too dry so  
we should water it).

We can also: 

• compare conditions in different types of worm 
farms and from one season to another

• use predictive data to alert us when the 
worms are potentially in danger, such as when 
forecasts predict a freezing cold night when 
worms could get too cold.

WHAT WORMS DO
Ask students to explain to you what worms do for 
the soil. 

Focus on the role of worms as processors breaking 
down organic matter. 

Here are three important things that earthworms do:

• Eating / Breaking down dead and decaying 
matter. This is sometimes called ‘nutrient 
cycling’ and it means taking nutrients that fall 
on the surface (in the form of dead leaves and 
other organic matter), and putting it into the 
soil where plants can use it.

• Processing this organic matter into worm 
poo or worm ‘castings’. These are easy for 
beneficial (good) microbes in the soil to eat. 
This promotes stronger microbe populations, 
which in turn support healthier plants. 

• Aerating the soil by moving through it, 
creating tunnels. These tunnels let air and 
water move through the soil (good for plants 
and for microbes) and they also create 
pathways for plant roots to extend easily and 
find more nutrients.

Explain that ‘vermicomposting’ means making 
fertiliser or organic compost and worm castings 
created from earthworms’ digestive processes. 

WORMS IN OUR GARDEN
Given all the good things worms do for the soil, and 
that Earthworms, Lumbricus terrestris naturally live in 
the soil, ask students: 

Why would we want to set up and 
maintain a worm farm in our garden?

Explain that a worm farm enables us to keep a 
concentrated population of worms that will process 
(eat) large quantities of food waste. 

We can take the worm farm liquid (worm tea/wee) 
and sometimes the worm castings and use them to 
increase the fertility of the soil in our gardens. This 
means our plants grow bigger, healthier and faster 
(and if we are planning to eat the plants they will 
have more nutritional value for us).

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

http://www.iotkg.org
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EXAMINING WORMS
If possible, examine a worm or worms.

We are going to focus on compost worms and on the 
best conditions to make them healthy and productive 
for our garden.

Explain that there are many different kinds of worms 
and that in our gardens, we tend to encourage two 
kinds of worms:

• Earthworms, Lumbricus terrestris – the worms 
we see in the soil that burrow and process 
nutrients. These are fat, can be quite long and 
pale pink.

• Compost worms, Eisenia fetida – the heavy 
eaters of the worm world! These thin, dark pink 
or striped worms are massive eaters and we 
use them to convert dense quantities of food 
waste into beautiful organic fertiliser for the 
garden. These are darker, thinner and dark pink 
or stripy pink and orange. They’re called Red 
Wrigglers or Tiger worms. Indian Blues are 
better suited to the warmer regions of Australia

Look at images or compare the two kinds of worms 
in real life. Can students see the difference?

Make sure they understand that these two types of 
worms live in different places (earthworms in the 
earth; compost worms in the compost) because they 
have different dietary needs. Compost worms, like 
their name suggests, live in environments that are 
rich with organic matter (such as compost piles) 
and are perfect for reducing food waste to excellent 
organic matter for growing plants. 

DATA AND WORMS
We are going to make sure our worms live in a place 
that is right for them so they are healthy and produce 
lots of organic fertiliser for the garden.

Handling living things respectfully

Show students how to respect that a worm 
is a living thing and must be treated gently.

Make sure that a worm never dries out! 
They breathe through their skin so this must 
always be moist. The best way to do this is 
to handle them quickly and gently, then pop 
them back into a pot of wet straw mixed 
with soil. Avoid handling them in hot windy 
conditions or direct sunlight.

(Tip the worms into the worm farm or 
garden when you are done.)

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

HOW TO KEEP WORMS HAPPY

Worms like it not too hot, not too cold, not 
too wet, not too dry – and they want food 
but not so much that they’re lying around in 
rotten smelly stuff. Easy, right?

Here’s what we mean:

• Soil moisture of about 70-80%

• Temperature of about 16-20̊ C

• A neutral pH between 6 and 7

• They also benefit if the worm farm is  
 gloomy (below a Lux level of 250-300).

We can measure this data at any moment 
so that we know exactly the soil moisture, 
temperature, pH and light levels in our worm 
farm. If we get these right, then our worms 
will be healthy and productive. 

For more about pH see the next page.

http://www.iotkg.org


WHAT IS PH AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?

The pH scale is a measure of acidity or alkalinity. 
The name, pH, refers to ‘potential Hydrogen’ and the 
scale runs f om very acidic (1) to very alkaline (14).

A neutral compound is pH 7.

In soil, the pH affects the electrical conductivity  
of soil molecules, which in turn affects how readily 
a plant’s roots can exchange nutrients and minerals 
with the soil.

Most plants prefer a neutral pH (7, or near 7 on 
the scale), but some plants have adapted to grow 
naturally in regions where the pH is slightly off 
neutral. For example, acid- loving plants such as 
blueberries evolved to occupy the growing niche of 
the floor of pine forests where decomposing pine 
needles have acidified the soil. 

Some plants, such as hydrangeas, operate as a pH 
indicator, flowering in blue when the soil is alkaline 
and pink when the soil is acidic. The same plant! 
This would be an excellent demonstration to design 
and build if you have access to a pH sensor. We will 
come back to pH with a new pH sensor in Level 3.
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Explain to students that we want to look at the data we collect on the moisture of the matter in the worm farm, 
its temperature, pH and also the light levels in the worm farm, in order to make decisions about the worm farm: 

• Is it healthy? 

• Do we need to change anything? 

• What do we need to change / do?

Show students how to look for patterns in the data from our sensors. 

LIGHT MATTERS
Here is a simple example of a light sensor: ask students to tell you why the line rises and about 7AM and drops 
down again at about 5PM? (Sunrise / sun set in winter.) 

Ask students to tell you what worms do when exposed to 
bright light. (Burrow away.) Discuss what plants do when 
exposed to light. (Grow towards it.) 

Explain that many common food plants, such as garlic, 
silverbeet, dill, fennel, coriander and rocket, respond to 
the number of hours of daylight. When hours of light go 
over a certain number (such as 12), the plant ‘knows’ it is 
spring and starts to create flowers and seeds. This is called 
‘photoperiodism’.

ALKALINE

NEUTRAL

ACIDIC

Example

Sodium hydroxide
Household bleach

Ammonia solution
Soap

Detergrent

Milk of magnesia

Coffee
Tomato juice

Hydrochloric acid

Eggs
Blood
Pure water
Milk

Orange juice
Soda
Vinegar
Lemon juice

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ph
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LIGHT DATA (LUX)
Look at the light data from one of your own 
sensors. Explain Lux if this is not familiar  
from Level 1.

Discuss what the data would look like if this light 
sensor was in the worm farm with the lid closed.

• How much light would it be indicating? (Not 
much, certainly below 300 lux - worms prefer  
a dark place)

Discuss what we would conclude if the data showed 
a spike in the light level in the worm farm.

• What would cause light levels suddenly to be 
higher? (If light jumped to 1300 lux we might 
conclude that the lid is off the worm farm.)

• What action should we take if the light level 
continually stays high? (Go and check that  
the lid has been replaced properly so that  
the worms do not dry out and/or get eaten  
by birds!)

MOISTURE AND  
TEMPERATURE DATA
For good worm care (looking after our 
livestock), discuss that we probably want  
to focus on taking data about the moisture 
and temperature within the worm farm, 
because these conditions change slowly  
over time in response to the environment. 

Moisture and temperature are excellent indicators 
of concrete ways in which living things rely on the 
environment and the conditions of the environment 
to survive and thrive (remember that worms 
suffocate if they dry out). We can see patterns or 
trends in the data and make adjustments if the 
conditions are not right for our worms. 

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

PROJECT

Discuss all the possible uses of data students can think of, relating to your worm farm, but also 
to the other garden beds, any greenhouses and compost features -- even the school buildings, 
bike shed, local pool and school bus. What can they come up with?

http://www.iotkg.org


TO SET UP GOOGLE SHEETS USING 
INTEGROMAT

Visit the IoTKG website to get the  
video called Google Sheets Setup.  
www.iotkg.org
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Data becomes valuable when we start to analyse the patterns in the data and use it for purposes  
such as maintenance and making alterations to a system (a worm farm is a natural system). 

So having sensors in the worm farm collecting data is only part of the story. 

We need to collect the data in one place over a period of time to be able to look for patterns in the 
data. By connecting the IoTKG app to a cloud-based service such as Integromat, you can draw data 
out of the puck into other applications. We will use this to set up a dashboard that collects our data 
on Google Sheets.

PROJECT: SET UP GOOGLE SHEETS

ABOUT INTEGROMAT 
Integromat is an automation service 
which connects one app to another 
over the internet. It’s a tool to link 
apps and services and tell them to 
do something. It can also handle and 
sort data. 

When you set it up and tell 
Integromat where your IoTKG app 
data is, you can send that data into 
other apps such as Google sheets. 

In this instance, Integromat will put your data 
into a nice, neat spreadsheet you have set up 
ready to receive it. 

GET GOING
Your first two steps are:

1. Create an Integromat account at  
www.integromat.com

2. Create a Google Sheet where you are going 
to collect the data.

Integromat will interpret the data from the 
cloud in such a way that it can be seen and  
used in a spreadsheet such as Google Sheets.

TIP
When using Integromat it is best to ensure a 
device or tablet is continuously connected to  
the puck.

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.integromat.com
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LESSON 2

LIGHT-UP WORM FARM

PURPOSE:
Learning to create a simple alert triggered by 
changes in the data 

LOCATION: 
In the classroom or outdoors

DURATION: 
35-45 minutes

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A worm farm – this can be new / not set up, 
or it can be operational. You will show this to 
students so you might need to take the class  
into the garden.

• A Miflora sensor in the worm farm, connected  
to a puck (espruino device), collecting data via 
the IoTKG App

• An Integromat account

• A LIFX Bulb (smart lightbulb) 

• An account on the LIFX App

We will:

• Determine what temperature is dangerous to 
the health of our worm farm

• Monitor the temperature in our worm farm 
using a sensor connected to a puck

• Connect the puck to the cloud via Integromat 

• Set up a smart lightbulb to show us from inside 
the classroom if the temperature in the worm 
farm goes above a threshold temperature we 
have determined

GUIDING QUESTION:

• How can we get our worm  
farm to tell us if the worms get 
too hot? 

http://www.iotkg.org
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GETTING STARTED 
Remind students: 

• Worms are delicate creatures 

• Worms breathe through a damp mucus on  
their skin 

• If this mucus dries out, the worm suffocates

• Because of this way they breathe, and their 
delicate skin, they are sensitive to temperature

• Worms can be harmed by being too hot  
(or by being too cold).   

Living things depend on their environment to  
survive, so if we want our worms to thrive and  
be happy we need to make them a cool, shady  
(or dark!) moist place. 

DEFINING THE LIMIT
Discuss the living conditions that help worms 
to thrive. Focus on temperature. Refer to the 
Worm Fact Sheet (Level 1) or tell students 
that worms are most productive at between 
16-26̊ C. 

Discuss: As the temperature rises above 26̊ C how  
hot do we think we should let our worms get before 
we take action to protect them? Worms dry out 
when they are at temperatures over about 30̊ C.

Let’s agree that 30̊ C represents the heat danger 
threshold for worms, or the beginning of the HEAT 
DANGER ZONE. 

Write down 30̊ C.

USING TECHNOLOGY 
Ask: How will we know when the worm farm goes 
over 30̊ C?

• Should we sit and watch the worm farm every 
day on a warm day? How often would we have 
to do that? Would that be reasonable? 

• Should we look at the data every 5 minutes? 
Would that be reasonable? What if we got  
busy with something really interesting and 
forgot and then our worms died? 

• Can we use the sensors and technology to  
help us? 

We can get sensors to tell us when the worm farm 
temperature is too high.

WHAT DO WE NEED? 

• We need a sensor checking the temperature 
data. 

• We need it to communicate with us when the 
temperature goes over 30̊ C.

Discuss all the possible ways the worm farm sensor 
could tell us if the worm farm temperature goes over 
30̊ C:

• Ring a bell, buzzer, change colour, put up  
a flag. 

Discuss: What if we aren’t out in the garden at the 
time? 

• Could it send us an email, phone us, send  
a text message, do something else?

http://www.iotkg.org
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EXPLORING A NETWORK SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
Show students the LIFX Bulb. 

Place it somewhere prominent in the classroom. 

Ask students what if we could get the sensor to turn on this light if the worms  
got too hot? 

Explain that in order to do that we need to build a simple network that will take 
the sensor temperature data, check it against the temperature limit threshold we 
have decided on (our condition, i.e. over 30̊ C). The network will need to include 
the ‘switch’ that turns on the light. We can do this with a lightbulb that can be 
controlled over the internet.

Our simple network connects like this: 

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2

Share the image and talk through the 
components with the class. 

This image is also in the IoTKG 
videos ‘LIFX Bulb Setup’ (at 3:00) 
and ‘Connecting LIFX Bulb to 
Integromat’ (at 00:15), both on the 
IoTKG website.

LIFX COLOURS 
Explain that the LIFX bulb can be controlled by the 
internet, and also that it can glow different colours. 

What if we assigned conditions that work like this: 
‘if the worm farm is too hot, defined by temperature 
data over 30̊ C, then the lightbulb glows red’. 

What would we think when the lightbulb is off? 
We might think it is not working. Could we assign a 
colour to the lightbulb to show when the worm farm 
is in a safe temperature zone? How about this: ‘if the 
worm farm is in a safe temperature zone, defined by 
temperature data being equal to or lower than 30̊ C, 
then the lightbulb glows blue.’

SUMMARY
We are going to build a simple network that links 
the sensor, puck and IoTKG App to the cloud, then use 
cloud-based tools to control the LIFX bulb lightbulb. 

We are going to set rules, or conditions, to tell the 
LIFX lightbulb to glow blue when the worm farm  
is in a safe temperature zone, and red when it is  
over 30̊ C.

The Projects on the next two pages help you first 
to set up the LIFX Bulb and then to connect it 
to Integromat, which is the tool we are using to 
connect web apps and can do things with data.

http://www.iotkg.org
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COLOURFUL DATA

If students propose different colours for the 
thresholds, or want to add a third condition to 
show when the worm farm is too cold, this is 
superb thinking and to be encouraged! 

Support them as much or as little as they 
need to compete the projects on the next two 
pages, and then by all means allow them to 
change the colours, the conditions, or the 
input data. 

Here are a couple of challenges they could try 
– or they can make up their own: 

• LIFX glows blue if the temperature is 
lower than 10̊ C, green if the temperature 
is 10̊ C-29̊ C, and red if the temperature 
is equal to or greater than 30̊ C.

• LIFX glows orange if the worm farm 
moisture sensor goes below 30%. 

• LIFX glows pink if the worm farm light 
level goes above 1000lx showing that  
the lid is open.

Run through with students the proper form  
of a condition statement. for example:  
“Turn  if the temperature is 
greater than or equal to  .”

EXTENSION IDEA

http://www.iotkg.org
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PROJECT: LIGHT-UP WORM FARM

A new component can be added to the system 
to do a specific job. A lightbulb that can turn  
on or off dependent on the conditions we 
predetermine for it is sometimes called a  
‘smart bulb’. (It’s only smart when it knows 
what we want it to do!) 

Here’s how to set up a special lightbulb to 
respond to data from the Miflora sensor, puck 
and IoTKG app. 

We are going to do two things: 

1. Set up the LIFX bulb and connect it to the 
LIFX app so that we can control it over the 
internet. 

2. Set up Integromat which enables us to 
connect the LIFX app and bulb to the IoTKG 
app. Integromat is where we will determine 
what we want the bulb to do (e.g. turn  
pink) when certain data conditions are  
met (e.g. temperature is equal to or  
greater than 20̊ C.)

TO GET STARTED

• If you don’t already have an Integromat 
account, set one up. www.integromat.com 

• Procure a LIFX Bulb if you need to. 

• Download the LIFX app. www.lifx.com.au 

• Visit the IoTKG website to get these two 
videos. www.iotkg.org 

1. LIFX Bulb Set up 

2. Connect LIFX Bulb to Integromat 

• Work through the videos to set up the  
LIFX Bulb and to set conditions to control 
it via Integromat in response to the IoTKG 
sensor data. 

• You can do both videos in one sitting or 
over two sessions.

TIP
It can be useful to have a second device running 
the videos so that you don’t need to stop and 
exit Integromat or either of the apps each time 
you complete a step. 

WHAT IS HAPPENING
The LIFX bulb responds to the LIFX app. In the 
set-up video, you controlled the bulb directly 
using the app. Fun, but only half the story. 

Integromat is the ‘connector’ tool between the 
LIFX app and the IoTKG app. In Integromat, you 
determine an action that relates to a condition – 
e.g. ‘turn blue if the moisture level is over 30%’. 

You can set more than one condition for  
the same LIFX bulb, which is what you do  
in the second video when you determine that 
the condition for red is a temperature over  
30̊ C, and the condition for blue is equal to  
or under 30̊ C. 

CHALLENGE
Can you add a third condition? 

Can you program the LIFX bulb to respond 
to a different data input, such as moisture 
or light? 

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.integromat.com
http://www.lifx.com.au
http://www.iotkg.org
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LESSON 3

WORM FARM LIGHT BAR

PURPOSE:
Setting up multiple conditions to create a data-
driven light display that indicates current conditions 
in the worm farm 

LOCATION: 
Indoors

DURATION: 
15 minutes

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A Miflora sensor in the worm farm, connected  
to a puck (espruino device), collecting data  
via the IoTKG App 

• An Integromat account 

• A LIFX Beam kit 

• An account on the LIFX app

GUIDING QUESTIONS:

• How can we use data to show us how the conditions in the worm farm change from 
day to day and throughout the day? 

• Can we place this in a location, such as indoors, that mean we will see it? 

• What sort of condition statements do we need to write to make three light beams 
act as a light bar chart? 

http://www.iotkg.org


EXTENSION IDEA: COLOUR STICKS

After doing the project, students might like 
to design different uses for the LIFX Beam, 
such as different configurations of 3, 4 and 5 
beam lights, different colours and different 
input data, such as light or moisture data. 
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GETTING STARTED WITH GRAPHS
Explore some of the graphs in the IoTKG app. 

Discuss the line graph showing the temperature in 
the worm farm and have a look at some of the recent 
fluctuations. Discuss why they might have occurred. 

Export temperature data to a Google Sheet or Excel 
spreadsheet (as you did in Project 1: Set up Google 
Sheets). 

Have students create different types of graphs using 
the light, moisture and temperature data. 

Be sure to include a bar chart in your workings so 
that students are familiar with it before moving on to 
the Project on the following page.

Discuss: What if we could build a simple bar chart in 
a way that we could always see it in the classroom? 

Show students the LIFX Beam kit and explain that it 
is a series of lights that click together and that can 
be controlled using the internet. 

Ask: What if we could use this LIFX Beam to show 
the conditions in the worm farm in a light bar chart 
that always indicates the current temperature? 

Explore some ideas for different ways you could do 
it: 

• Light beam turns on to alert us when the 
worms get too hot or too cold. 

• Light beam lights up gradually as the worm 
farm gets hotter. 

• Light beam is always lit when the sensors and 
puck are working and sending data. 

• Light beam acts like a bar chart, lighting up 
each segment as the worm farm reaches a 
predetermined temperature.

The Project on the following page shows us how to 
do the last of these options. It can be done now, or in 
one or two following sessions. 

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 3

EXTENSION

Triggers and reactions in Integromat 
are independent. This means that  
once students have understood how  
to set up a reaction in Integromat,  
they can (and should) tinker with 
different triggers to set off that 
reaction. This is ‘thinkering’ in action 
and is valuable to do.

http://www.iotkg.org
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PROJECT: WORM FARM LIGHT BAR

We’ve added the ‘smart’ lightbulb and can nominate it to change colours according to conditions  
in the data. Now, let’s look for a way to make a comparison of data visible.  

This can be an excellent exercise in explaining that the graphs we see in the IoTKG app are not the 
only visual way that data can be expressed and compared. A light bar display or light bar chart, 
might be a lot more engaging for students.  

We are going to do two things: 

1. Set up the LIFX Beam kit and connect it to the LIFX app so that we can control it over the internet. 

2. Connect Integromat to the LIFX app and set up two separate sets of data conditions. This requires 
some very basic programming which the video will step you through. 

TO GET STARTED

• Procure a LIFX Beam kit if you need to. 

• Log in to your Integromat account.  
www.integromat.com 

• Log in to the LIFX app. www.lifx.com.au 

• Visit the IoTKG website to get these videos. 
www.iotkg.org 

 › LIFX Beam Setup

 › Connect LIFX Beam to Integromat 

TIP
It can be useful to have a second device running 
the videos so that you don’t need to stop and 
exit Integromat or either of the apps each time 
you complete a step. 

WHAT IS HAPPENING
The LIFX Beam responds to the LIFX app and 
Integromat in exactly the same way as the LIFX 
bulb did. However, what we have done here is  
to set up multiple conditions to make a ‘light 
bar chart’. 

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.integromat.com
http://www.lifx.com.au
http://www.iotkg.org
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LESSON 4

WEATHER AND THE WORM FARM

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 4

PURPOSE:
Learning to use data to predict events and take 
action before they occur

LOCATION: 
In the classroom or outdoors

DURATION: 
35-45 minutes

YOU WILL NEED: 

• A tray of ice cubes and a pair of small tongs 

• A small plate

• An oven glove 

• stopwatch (optional)

• Materials to insulate the worm farm such as 
pieces of carpet, old blankets, cardboard or  
a foil windscreen sun-shield

We will:

• Explore the ways that heat transfers from  
one object to another

• Investigate simple options for insulating the 
worm farm

• Introduce the idea that a simple network  
could alert us in advance of a heat (or cold) 
weather event 

• Explore how to set up such an alert and the 
best method and timing for our alert

• Discuss the limitations of a simple alert 

GUIDING QUESTIONS:

• Can we get an alert for a 
predicted event such as hot 
weather?

• How would we use such 
knowledge to help us protect the 
worm farm in advance? 

• What is the best way to receive 
such an alert?

http://www.iotkg.org
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HEAT MOVES
Explain to students the three key ways heat transfers 
from one source of energy (e.g. the sun) to another 
object (e.g. the worm farm). This happens by thermal 
conduction, thermal convection, thermal radiation  
or transfer of energy by phase changes.

DEMONSTRATION

• Show students an ice cube. 

• Ask them to describe what they would feel  
if they touched it. 

• Place it on the plate (tongs if you like), and ask 
a volunteer to hold their hand close to it but 
NOT touching. Can they sense the ice cube? 
What do they feel? 

• Ask a volunteer to touch it directly and describe 
what they feel.

• Ask a volunteer to touch the plate underneath 
the ice cube. Can they feel any cold? How 
much? 

• Compare the sensation of cold in the air around 
the icecube to that by a direct touch, to a touch 
of the plate.   

• Ask students to think of a definition of 
insulation. (What does ‘to insulate’ mean?) 

• Provide an oven glove and repeat the motions 
for a volunteer wearing the oven glove. Can 
they sense the cold? Do they feel it when they 
touch it? How much longer does it take for the 
cold to be perceptible?

• Ask a volunteer to hold an ice cube in one hand 
(no glove) and one in the other hand (with 
glove). Ask them to drop an ice cube into the 
dish when it feels a bit uncomfortably cold. 
How long for the un-insulated hand? How long 
for the insulated hand? Use the stopwatch to 
time it. 

Discuss: What does this have to do with  
our worms? 

How would our sensors and their data  
help us?

• Worms can get too cold – on a cold day or 
more likely a cold night, the convection of the 
air cools the worm farm. They slow down, 
stop – might die if the temperature goes low 
enough.  

• Worms can get too hot – a very hot day, direct 
sunlight, heating up the black plastic lid. If they 
get too hot and dry, they die. 

Discuss: What do worms do naturally to help 
regulate their temperature? (They burrow into the 
bedding/soil material.) This is why we never empty 
the worm farm of its bulk of material before hot 
weather (above 30̊ C.) or cold weather (below 10̊ C.) 
is anticipated. 

Explore this question: 

What if we could get data to tell us  
early enough that we have time  
to install our protection system  

for the worms?

Discuss: If we knew in advance that the weather 
would threaten the worms’ health, what would  
we do? 

PREDICTIVE ALERTS
Explore options for insulating the worm farm such as 
a blanket protector, a wad of cardboard, or a piece 
of carpet. 

Be sure to emphasise that insulation protects against 
heat as well as against cold. 

If using a foil sun-reflector this is going to reflect the 
energy of the sun, so it will only protect our worm 
farm against direct hot sun.

Discuss: How far in advance do we need to be 
alerted? Is three days too long? Is one hour too short? 

Explore practical solutions for an alert that would 
come at the right time of day. 

Create a plan for worm farm insulation and have it 
ready for when you begin to use the alert. 

http://www.iotkg.org
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Complete the following project (in this session or a 
future session), to set up an alert mechanism using 
weather forecast data via Integromat. 

If we have used Integromat to link the worm farm 
data to a lightbulb or light bar, what about linking 
it to an email or SMS alert? The process is very 
similar. Students could possibly even work it out for 
themselves by this stage. 

In the following project we add the weather 
forecasting service inside Integromat to our network. 
It can tell us if the forecast weather is likely to mean 
the worms should be protected. 

We might want to do some investigative work 
beforehand with our existing worm farm 
temperature data and the regional weather 
observations from the Bureau of Meteorology  
(www.bom.gov.au) to see what ambient 
temperature tends to lead to overheating in the 
worm farm (e.g. we only have overheating on days 
over 34̊ C, therefore we are looking for days over 
34̊ C in the forecast.)

Teacher note:  
We want students to ask ‘What’s the point? Why 
don’t we automate it to get the worm farm to cool 
itself?’ That gives us the perfect moment to move 
on to Level 3 in which we learn to activate a tap or 
dripper in response to data indicating the worm farm 
is too hot or too dry.

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.bom.gov.au)
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PROJECT: HOT WORMS,  
COLD WORMS 

We can get sensors to warn us of extreme  
heat event or extreme cold (such as a frost) 
based on forecast data.

We can program it to tell us with enough 
warning so we have time to insulate the worm 
farm. We can set this alert to send once  
a day, e.g. in the morning before a hot day. 

What do we need? 

• A worm farm filled with worms and  
bedding medium

• A design for our worm insulation  
(e.g cardboard or woollen blanket, piece  
of carpet covering)

• A working alert via email to let us know  
in advance of hot weather.

TO GET STARTED

• Visit the IoTKG website to get the video 
called Weather Forecast Email Alert. 

www.iotkg.org

REFLECTION ON VIDEOS 
After watching the videos, discuss: 

• What does the software do? 

• What do the actuators do? 

• How do they communicate with us?

• Who is best to receive the alert?

• How should we send it? 

• When should we send it? 

• What data should we use for forecasting?

EXTENSION
The video shows you how to set up an alert via 
email in response to predictive weather forecast 
data. Can you set up an SMS alert using similar 
methods? 

TIP
You will need to download the Integromat app to 
the device that receives the SMS.

This video will show you how to use predictive 
weather forecast data and Integromat to 
communicate to an email address in response  
to a condition you set, such as ‘Alert me via 
email if the predicted forecast will be equal  
to or greater than 34̊ C.’

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
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STUDENT REFLECTION SHEET

DATA AND DECISIONS

LEVEL 2: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 4 | STUDENT REFLECTION SHEET

We said that a ‘smart lightbulb’ is only smart when it knows what to do. What do you have to define 
in order to tell it what to do? 

After doing this unit, how would you define a simple network? 

In this level you set up alerts using simple networks. What was one thing that you learned that you 
might not have thought about before doing this for yourself? 

When the puck sends data to the cloud, that data is travelling across potentially the whole world, to 
a server on another continent and back again. How might this be an issue of privacy? What kinds of 
data would raise questions of privacy when sent this way?

Are there any new alerts you would like to make? They can be anywhere in the school, garden, sports 
area, doors and hallways, home or even in the playground. 

What are your initial thoughts about what kind of data these alerts would use? For example, if you 
wanted to know if the swimming pool was too cold to want to swim, what data are you looking for? 

Would you need new kinds of sensors that we haven’t used yet? What would they be? 

http://www.iotkg.org
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